Identification of transcripts from a subtraction library which might be responsible for the mild phenotype in an intrafamilially variable course of Duchenne muscular dystrophy.
While frame-shift mutations are usually found in Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD), in-frame mutations are associated with the less severe phenotype of Becker's muscular dystrophy. Exceptions have been reported in both directions suggesting the existence of modifying genes, which might be helpful for innovation of new therapeutic strategies. We report on the very rare case of an intrafamilially different course of DMD, with the younger brother being far less affected than the older one when compared at the same age. In this context, we constructed a subtraction library enriched for transcripts over-expressed in the patient with the milder phenotype. Twelve random clones were sequenced, followed by database analysis. Six of them, casein kinase 1 alpha 1, RAP2B, dynactin 3 light chain, core binding factor beta, myosin light polypeptide 2 and one hypothetical gene, were further analysed by real-time RT-PCR. All these genes were over-expressed 3-20 times in the less affected patient compared with the more severely affected one. Casein kinase 1 and the hypothetical gene showed even a slightly higher expression than the control. Up-regulation of myosin light polypeptide 2, one of the most sensitive markers of muscle fibre regeneration, obviously reflects the milder phenotype. Casein kinase 1, dynactin and core binding factor are supposed to be involved in cell cycle pathways. RAP is a component of the signalling network which controls fundamental cellular processes such as proliferation and differentiation. All four might be interesting candidates for a therapeutic approach to diminish progression of dystrophy in DMD.